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COMPANY
Lighting products Designed & Made in Italy 

Located in the heart of the Veneto lighting 
industry district 

43-year business milestone

Present in major international markets
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COMPANY
Metal Lux  is  a  family company run by 2  brothers  
Rino and  Renzo Baccega since 1976. 

Located  25 Km  from Venice Metal Lux  is     a  
manufacturing   company   operating on  own  8000 
sm premises   over  a ground  of   30.000  sm.  

Metal Lux was committed as manufacturing entity  
and  was  guided  by an  unwavering   commitment 
to     excellence.
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COMPANY
From  the beginning  of his  activity Metal Lux   was  
committed  to develop and manufacture  a  diverse  
array  of  fixtures   for pendants, ceiling, sconce, wall 
providing  along with   top-quality   lighting  and  an 
extraordinary   customer  service.

Our  production  plant  is  outfitted  with following  
metal    fabrication  facilities:
 

- CNC pipe  bending  and cutting  machine
- CNC   wire  bending  and  cutting  machine
- ROBOT   spot  welding
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VIDEO PROFILE
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COMPANY
Recently a full computerised last generation galvanic 
plant has been installed to grant top quality surface 
treatment like gold plating, nickel plating and chrome 
plating.

The corporate know-how based on the skilful 
workmanship of metals and glass becomes a guideline 
for the development of decorative and technological 
concepts whose forms are inspired by art and nature.
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ENVIRONMENT
The headquarters are set in a lovely natural environment 
with important waterways, and DOP fruit and vegetable 
plantations. 
In 2012 Metal Lux installed a 366 kW photovoltaic system 
that covers almost all energy requirements. 
The system is fitted to the production plant roof and 
comprises 1.600 solar panels that ensures non-emission 
of 220 tons of CO2.
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PRODUCTION
Custom production line for the hospitality, 
corporate and high-end residential sectors

State-of-the-art design systems and 
cutting-edge metalworking equipment

High technological content lighting solutions
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TRADE FAIRS
In order to maintain and increase our 
business contacts we are regular exhibitors 
at following international Trade Fairs:

- Euroluce,  Milan
- Light+Building,  Frankfurt
- Interlight, Moscow
- Index, Dubai  
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MARKETS
Our  marketing   structure  is  acting  in Italy with a  
net  of local  sales representative calling regularly 
local showrooms and interior  decorators.
Our  factory  was      from  the beginning    mostly 
export oriented Rino Baccega, in  charge  for  
development of  new markets, was  visiting  
Saudi Arabia  and  Middle  East countries    for  the 
first  time  1979.
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MARKETS
At the same time particularly during the 80’s we were 
caring an intense co-operation with famous  USA and 
Canada  importing    companies.
We are now having excellent business  connections 
with importers, dealers and interior  decorators in all 
CSI countries, Russia, Ukraine, Poland, Romania, 
Bulgaria, Azerbaijan.
Japan. Odelic is  carrying   some items  from our 
current production since  over  30 years.
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CONTRACT
Following the  last  trend in lighting, Metal Lux  is  
now  concentrating in developing and enhancing 
his  capacity  to propose and    manufacture fixtures  
made  to  exact  customers  specification: contract 
lighting. 
 

Every order gets personal attention and fixtures 
are made with finest materials by our high skilled 
craftmanship following customers need and 
requests.
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PRODUCTS
COLLECTIONS

Highlight - Tradition - Custom

TIPOLOGIES

Ceiling - Floor - Suspension - Table - Wall
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DESIGNER
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HIGHLIGHT COLLECTION
New contract line for large public and 
private areas that combines the design to the 
virtuoso skill of a great artisan tradition.
A new family of products that evolve the DNA 
of METAL LUX and project it into the future.
Forms are inspired by art and nature
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HIGHLIGHT COLLECTION
Highlight is light in motion, a crescendo of 
light intensity, technological and emotional; a 
path that looks at tradition by becoming the 
protagonist of contemporary living thanks to 
lamps that adapt perfectly to the workplace, 
the representative areas and the domestic 
environment.
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HIGHLIGHT / Impossible
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IMPOSSIBLE is the new collection designed by the architect Massimo Mussapi.
It consists of different models of suspension, ceiling and floor lamps also available in large 
formats. The delicate Venetian-style light effect is echoed by graceful and virtuoso textures, 
smooth and light silhouettes, magically suspended like bright clouds between sky and earth.



HIGHLIGHT / Impossible

designed by Massimo Mussapi
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PORTFOLIO



HIGHLIGHT / Altatensione
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ALTATENSIONE is a project designed by the architect Massimo Mussapi. 
It consists of two models of suspended lamp/ceiling, single and double, with shiny chrome finish, 
available in white/black or three- coloured fluorescent paint. Big and light, it can be used both 
individually and in spectacular compositions, and it is perfectly suitable for both historic buildings 
and modern architecture.



HIGHLIGHT / Altatensione

designed by Massimo Mussapi
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HIGHLIGHT / Sierra
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Form and technology come together in a set of folds and chiaroscuro, ceramic and metal 
overlapping. Its folds move in the space as orographic reliefs wet from light. The lamp consists of 
modular plates in new ceramic Keramnext that, as a three-dimensional pattern, can operate alone 
or alongside one another to create custom compositions. The effect is that of a lamp-sculpture that 
stands out in the environment like a skyline range meeting the horizon.



HIGHLIGHT / Sierra

designed by  Luca De Bona-Dario De Meo 
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HIGHLIGHT / Clovy
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The name CLOVY is inspired by the English word clove: it consists of a metal skeleton on which rests a 
corolla of metal sheets. An innovative fixing system allows to incline and direct the lamp as you like it. The 
light coming out from a led core put at the center of the structure not only guarantees a direct illumination, 
but is also distributed radially through the cracks among the cloves with the effect of a flower that seems 
to unfold in the space, drawing games of lights and shadows in the environment



HIGHLIGHT / Clovy

designed by  Luca De Bona-Dario De Meo 
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TRADITION COLLECTION
Consistent strength in the forms, attention to 
the proportions, measured and wise

Use of materials and advanced technologies
Elegant forms linked to traditional lighting

Development of new technologies and 
innovative aesthetic
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TRADITION / Astro
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With our  range  ASTRO, presented  the  
first  time  at Milan Euroluce 2010
we obtained   a   worlwide  attention  
by leading  Architects, Interior 
Decorators and Lighting Planners and  
was  acclaimed as on of the most 
innovative and successfull range in the 
30 years    history of our company with 
its extremely flexible features and 
variations:

size from 20 cm up to 2 m diameter
shape globe, crown, column
colour glass elements 13 colours 
decoration, from crystal to gold leaf
finishing metal/copper parts chrome, 
gold, painting



TRADITION / Astro
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The imagination and the fantasy of Venician style are interpreted by a free-form graceful ribbon. Copper metal 
details allow an everchanging and sophisticated approach that allows endless vatiations of shapes, sizes colours. 
A real ESTRO veneziano.



TRADITION / Astro

designed by  Metal Lux Studio 
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HIGHLIGHT / Silhouette
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The shapes of the design of SILHOUETTE were inspired by the elegance of the delicate contours of the 
body of a woman, as a dress caressing the sinous contours of an elegant lady.



TRADITION / Silhouette

designed by  Elvio Lunian 
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HIGHLIGHT / Star
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TRADITION / Star

designed by  Elvio Lunian 
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TRADITION / Atom

designed by  Metal Lux Studio 
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CUSTOM 
Your ideas and concepts carefully and 
efficiently developed, designed and 
engineered to forms and shapes of fittings 
unware of colours and finishing material

We customize your vision of lights 
efficiently and fast
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CUSTOM 

Hotel
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CUSTOM 

Restaurant
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CUSTOM

Private Villa
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CUSTOM 

Shopping Mall
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CUSTOM 

Place of 
worship
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CUSTOM / Applications
Gallerie  K , Top  Jewellery Manufacturer,   Heidelberg, Germany
Schloss  Mirow, Mecklenburg, Berlin, Germany
Chateu du Besse, Lion, France
Ministry of  Public Affairs, Ladies  Club, RAK
Ministry of Transport, Private  Residence, Dubai
Soft Group, Casablanca, Marocco
Hotel  Mondial, Rome, Italy
Residence  Hemingway, Caorle, Italy
Pensavopeggio  Rest., Pescara, Italy
Pasticceria San Lorenzo, Abano Terme, Italy
Hotel  Bassano, Bassano, Italy
Projects in K. Saudi Arabia
Princess Noura University, through local distributor Arclight
Kfu Housing projects , Inara Riyadh   
Akaria Housing Projects, Arcligh
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DESIGN AND MADE IN ITALY



CONTACT
Via Piave, 35 Torreselle di 

Piombino Dese 35017 (PD) Italy

T. +39 049 5746067
F. +39 049 5746206

info@metalluxlight.com
www.metalluxlight.com
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